
Well, I was here yesterday  in front of you
and talked about the exercise of the
profession of architecture in Lebanon. I
have been asked today to talk a bit about
the same issue but in the Arab world. I
believe I can do so given that I am also
now president of what is called the
Organization of Arab Architects. This is
an organization that probably most of you
had never heard of. In fact, it has been in
existence since 1994 and it has been
dormant for the past four years. This
organization was established by the
Federation of Arab Engineers. As you may
know, the Federation of Arab Engineers
are the federation that encompasses all
the syndicates or association of engineers
in the Arab world. Under the present
condition by which the architect is part of
a bigger body of engineering, as I said
yesterday, it is a question of the
identification of the role of the architect
among the engineering professionals.

The Federation felt under the pressure of
the architecture group that is was
imperative that some sort of an
independent or semi-autonomous
organization be set up by the Federation
of Arab Engineers to represent the
architects in the Arab world. So they
established this Organization of Arab
Architects, which is autonomous financially,
administratively, and professionally to
activate the role of the architect in the
society in the Arab world. This organization
being still in its infancy has not been very
active since its foundation. I was elected
into this particular organization about a
year and a half ago. I felt that to activate
or to make this organization play a role,

we should tackle an issue that will polarize
the interest of most of the Arab world. We
organized a big conference that took place
in Lebanon about two weeks ago on the
planning of Jerusalem. You know that
Jerusalem has a special political issue in
the Arab world regarding the Israeli-Arab
conflict and the unilateral declaration of
Jerusalem being the capital of Israel.

Politicians in different parts of the Arab
world have handled the issue of Jerusalem
but never has it been handled by a group
of professional body to study the impact
of urbanization on the population of
Jerusalem and the physical environment
of the city. This aspect of declaring
Jerusalem capital of Israel has had
enormous repercussions on the Arab
population in the city and has led to a
certain disruption of the identity of the city,
its physical environment, and the traditions
that the city has had. This conference that
covered all these aspects of the problems
in Jerusalem was handled by multi-
professional disciplines of lawyers,
sociologists, architects, planners and was
the first conference held in the Arab world
over that particular aspect and it was not
a political conference. It was a purely
professional one dealing with a very
important subject that the Arab world is
extremely concerned with.

That was the first conference on a big
scale and it was the first time that the
Organization of Arab Architects displayed
its role in the society in the Arab world.
This is a bit of a quick background. We
are still in the early stage of our formation.
Our hope and our aim are to establish
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something similar to the UIA in the Arab
world. The profession in Lebanon that I
mentioned yesterday is not different from
the rest of the Arab world, except in North
Africa, such as in Morocco, Tunisia, and
Algeria where the architects have a
different identity from the body of
engineering. In the rest of the Arab world,
all architects are part of the engineering
body and they suffer from the same issues
that I talked about yesterday in Lebanon.
Such an overlap is bringing a set of issues:
the question of lack of identity, the question
of freedom of operation, the question of
competition in the design of buildings by
non-architects, etc. All the pitfalls that we
have mentioned yesterday exist in almost
the rest of the Arab world.

This is briefly what I wanted to say about
the Organization of Arab Architects. The
other thing I would like to talk about is
what has appeared yesterday from the
various interventions. It is the question of
the role of the architect in the Arab world.
What appeared yesterday is that there
was a lot of consciousness taking place
about memory and identity. This, you know,
is one of the healthiest things that
appeared in the Arab world for the past
ten years. The question of identity and
memory cannot be dissociated from the
role of society. The society cannot exist
without identity and without memory. We
are seeing to what extent in Beirut this
question of identity and memory was
displayed by a lot of young architects that
tackled yesterday the issue of the planning
of Beirut. The thing that seems to be in
the right direction in the Arab world now
is the interest and the role of the architect
in society as such. You see, the Arab world
to me has gone into stages of
development. Since independence, since
the disappearance of colonialism in the
Arab world, most of the Arab countries
went through quick development. Some
of them had good natural resources but
limited human resources, and others had

no human resources and no physical
resources. So the development in the first
20 years after the second World War were
not free from errors and mistakes. Now
any development plan in the Arab world
is as a document on a piece of paper. It
outlines the hopes and aims of investment
by the public sector in various infrastructure
and development aims.  But all these
development projects had in the end to
be translated by architects. Physical
buildings had to be built. Ministries have
to be equipped with schools, hospitals,
and airports. All these environmental
development aspects have to be handled
by the people that are qualified to handle
it. The architect’s role in the future of the
Arab world is of enormous importance to
me. Nobody else but the architect is going
to translate all these development aims
into built environment.

I found out from dealing with a lot of people
in the Arab world that there is a certain
awareness by architects on their role in
society and how they can reconcile the
traditions of memory and identity with the
technological challenges of the modern
world. This is part of the mission of the
Aga Khan Award to see how you can meet
the challenges of technology and progress
without losing the roots that tie you down
to your culture and civilization. In this
respect, there is a bit of hope, a light in
the dark tunnel in the direction in which
the Arab architect is likely to play in the
future in the development of the built up
environment in the Arab world. Rifaat
Chaderji published a book on the social
role of the architect in society and it is a
very good book in which he has given a
prize for the students that give the best
paper on the future role of the Arab
architect in society. So there is a bit of
awareness in this and there is a positive
approach in that dimension.

The last thing I would like to comment on
is the challenge in the absorption of the

future technology. We have suffered a bit
in the Arab world from the international
style and the internationalization movement
in the 50’s and 60’s that led to the
destruction of the urban fabric in our cities.
We are facing now in the next millennium
globalization and the exposure to a lot of
pressure by the global system of
information. The challenges that are going
to face the Arab architects in the future is
how to meet or adapt to the globalization
pressure, especially in technology and its
absorption. I do not think the Arab world
is equipped to meet the technological
development that exists in the west. Some
indications are already displaying
themselves in some buildings that are not
adapted to the technical possibilities
existing in the world now. I do not know
what is going to be the future confrontation
with this strong trend of globalization. What
impact is likely to be on the profession?

There is no doubt that this dichotomy
between engineering and architecture has
to find a way by which there would be a
better dialogue between the Arab
engineers and the Arab architects. A
dialogue that will lead to a better
understanding of each others and how to
meet the challenges of technology in the
future. I feel there is isolation on the part
of the architects now as a reaction to the
way they were dealing with the profession.
I do not feel that this isolation and neglect
of the role of the engineer in the
development aspect of the environment
is a healthy one. I think the engineers in
the future have an enormous role to play
and the architects also have to understand
that they need to deal with engineers as
well. It is a common effort that has to be
found to establish a new relationship
between architects and engineers that
leads to a healthy confrontation of the
technology of the future. That brings us
back to the old medieval days in which
the architect and the engineer were just
one. They were just builders. Most of the
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beauty of the Gothic structure is a result
of the engineers and architects working
together. There are indications in the West
that you can’t possibly design buildings of
modern foster without having engineers
next to you, or for that matter the one of
Roger ’s or the buildings of Frank Ghery
that you have to have an engineer next to
you. So it is the combination of engineering
and architecture that have to be fostered
from now and I do not think the isolation
of the architect from the technical
environment is a healthy one. So there is
a re-adaptation again of the definition and
role of each one and the combination of
both that should be looked on to.

These are some of the thoughts I thought
to share them with you today. I’ve read the
abstract of all the people that are going to
present today. They all come from the Arab
world. While reading, I noticed the common
challenges: all of them address the question
of identity repeatedly. The question of
memory is always repeated and the
question of adaptation of the cultural roots
that the Arab world possesses with the
challenges of modernism is also recurrent.
They all have the same problem and they
are all going to expose it and I hope we all
listen to them.
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